SMALL BUSINESS PLANNING POWERPOINT
They have recently built a small room towards the front of the building I plan to make flyers to put on cars that have my
business name, logo.

KH offers a unique service in that there is no other program like it in the DGB through Dhaka city of or
outlying areas. To achieve our objectives, Play Time for Kids seeks financial backing. We will offer a
personal touch, fun innovative learning through play, and a memorable hassle-free Birthday party. We would
like to thank the all participant entrepreneurs from different sectors to this plan. He is involved with also
family business like Stone, sand, rice and necessary food stock business located in Sylhet. In future it will not
be burden to buy machineries because the type of business is conducting highly in many country of first and
second world. We must focus on the specific market segments whose needs match our offerings. We strongly
tell you that, our proposed plan for small business will be profitable, artistic and also very new service because
around similar or substitute business is not with professional manner conducted in Bangladesh. The company
expects to double its clientele every 6 months during the first 18 months after opening for business. However
Culture of Bangladesh is conservative. Enter the title of your business plan on the cover page of the chosen
template. Saiduzzaman Selim had intention to work for children through business and I conducted a mini
research to the market of child care and recreation. There does not have safe environment for kids. But we
have discovered a real profitable idea for small business has appropriateness in the present economical
environment of Bangladesh. Others team members will be taken within 2 months after running business.
While this market is not a primary focus, sufficient flexibility to handle this market is important to the local
"word-of-mouth" marketing strategy. The strategy for this market is to provide periodic communications
through the different channels, which are available to us uniquely due to past service to the different places.
Mahathy Hasan Jewel has observed, "People are not just interested in buying things. Ashiqur Rahman. The
company will compete well in the defined market by offering competitive prices, high-quality play care
services, and leading-edge educational toys with certified, college-educated instructors, and by maintaining an
excellent reputation with parents and the community. For this large number of children does not have
opportunity for recreation and special education. We sincerely will appreciate the information and advice you
will provide and the knowledge you will share with us after knowing pros and cons of our small business plan.
The business atmosphere will be clean, friendly and upscale where customers will be comfortable leaving their
children. Nondhon park, and Sishu Park and fantasy kingdom for all people are the only places within city that
offer services similar to ours, and all are limited to arcade games and soft play. The company also focuses on
meeting the local community need for child play care and birthday party services within the mile radius of Big
City. He has good idea on management to the business. Tip Compose a full written plan in a word processing
document to supplement your presentation. But the value of culture is being attacked from outside culture.
Only on Friday in second week and last week of Friday. We will incur 3 million tk in short-term debt to finish
financing. It is also a powerful tool for presenting a business plan. Government motivate entrepreneurs to
discover new dimension in education and healthy entertainment. To end this, let us express gratefulness to all
of contributors again for their generosity and wish to this process. These personally ambitious parents are
typically eager in terms of their children's development and will be willing to pay to have their children attend
the best facilities. Choose a template consistent with the theme of your business plan. The business will offer
event photos of children's birthday parties taken by a professional photographer , a unique concept in this type
of industry. Therefore, marketing messages will be focused on the services offered. Focusing on targeted
segments is the key to our future. Though the city does have parks facility open to the public, they are not part
of a comprehensive program for kids and parents. Bangladesh Gross National Product averaged Just over 2.
He has over all idea on restaurant business. This curriculum, coupled with a custom designed facility and a
low instructor: student ratio ensures a top shelf service for the children and the parents. We plan to combine
owner investment and loans to fund our start-up requirements and to sustain the business to break- even,
within 8 months to a year.

